
• What is NFTPrime? 

NFTPrime is the pioneer NFT pla2orm in Turkey enabling the users to create value and invest 
by buying and selling NFTs in the ecosystem. The marketplace has given the opportunity to 
register many artworks and design digitally created or converted  from physical to digital in 
blockchain network. The "singularity" and "uniqueness" of each NFT makes the creator or 
collector to make trading easily and fast. NFT Prime is a San Francisco based NFT 
Marketplace company and first Turkish marketplace on Avalanche blockchain.  

• Which Blockchain Network is preferred by NFT Prime? Why? 

NFTPrime marketplace is on Avalanche blockchain. Avalanche is the fastest smart contracts 
pla2orm in the blockchain industry. It takes 2 seconds for a  transacFon.  It is scalable. It has 
the lower costs in the industry than other blockchain networks have . It is an Energy Efficient 
network. It's green and clean.  

• How can I sign in NFT Prime? 
  

You just need a Metamask wallet and connect it to marketplace. You don’t need to sign in, 
connecFng wallet would  directly create an account for you 

• What is Min@ng?  
MinFng is the process of creaFng and registering a digital artwork onto the blockchain 
through a “proof of stake” protocol. 

• What are the selling methods in NFTPrime ? How can I sell an NFT?  

There are two methods to sell an NFT on NFTPrime. First method is sePng a fixed price for 
your NFT and put on sale. Or you can set an aucFon with a starFng price and buyout price in 
in a period defined by you. The buyers would  place compeFFve bids on your NFT unFl the 
end date and Fme. At the end of the aucFon, NFT is sold to the buyer who would pay most. 
The buyer is treated fairly  and you are able to sell NFT on a Fmely basis on a secure 
pla2orm.  

  
• How can I create an NFT?  

You have to create a collecFon first before creaFng an NFT. You should connect your wallet 
and then press “Create” buTon to create a collecFon. Then you can follow instrucFons and 
register your artwork on blockchain network. CreaFng is minFng.  
  

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/sold
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/pay
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